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On Being Catholic Healthcare Professionals in the Time of Pandemic

Let me first thank Doctor Vincenzo De Filippis and Monsignor Jacques Suaudeau for
their invitation to open this meeting of the FEAMC Bureau with a brief reflection on being
Catholic doctors in this time of pandemic. It is a reflection that takes on special meaning
because of the liturgical season that we are in now: Lent - a time of spiritual renewal and
conversion - is now coming to an end. We are at the threshold of Holy Week. And there is also
a coincidence that makes our brief pause for reflection even more meaningful. Exactly one year
ago – it was March 27 – Pope Francis appeared alone, with no one next to him, in an empty and
rainy St. Peter's Square, to stand before God to invoke His mercy in the middle of a pandemic
that had affected the whole world.
Society, Politics, Medicine, Economics, Technology—all were powerless in the face of the
strength of just one molecule: a tiny thing that is not even alive. Pope Francis, with nothing
but his words, stood before God to intercede. At that moment, he felt his responsibility for the
whole human family. He didn't run away; he didn't give up. He went out into the public square
to say to God, “Do you not care if we perish? Save us!” He said this not for himself or for just
his flock, but for the whole world. He stood there, a weak and humble old man, between God
and the people, not just those in the square, but in the whole world. We might say he stood up
to the Lord, knowing that He is the Father of us all, the God of life who has so often freed
humankind from the prisons of history, putting the world back on the right path. This is an
image that still speaks today. This image is perhaps the most urgent message for our times—
keep your gaze fixed on Him. I'm convinced that it is on Him that we must keep focused.
It's now one year later. We have more than simply felt the fragility that is part of all of
us. It is for that reason that the first thing to do is to keep our gaze fixed on the Lord. The gap
between death’s ability to destroy us and our own inability to defend ourselves is just too wide.
A global anguish has gripped our world and has sundered the heavens. It shakes God’s very
stillness. No one of us is unknown to Him, not after the Son lived with us and was crucified.
And there is no other God but Him.
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Prayer, dear friends, is the first and fundamental task of the Christian. It was so for
Jesus, and so it has to be for all of us. Especially in these times. I have always been impressed
by the words of the great German Protestant theologian of the last century, Karl Barth, who
said, “God is not deaf, He listens, he acts. But He does not act in the same way whether we pray
or not. Prayer has an influence on God’s action, on the existence (on the mode of being) of God.
One thing is beyond doubt---God hears us. No, God does not act in the same way whether we
pray or not, so let us not tire of standing before God in prayer.
Let me make a brief comment here about the relationship between prayer and the
mission of healthcare personnel. This is not a subject that is given sufficient attention today,
but it has been an important theme throughout the centuries. For example, Saint Cyprian,
Bishop of Carthage, wrote of the connection between holiness and the ability to work miracles:
“If we become chaste and pure, modest in our actions, and reserved in our speech, we will even
be able to cure the sick.” It was a message he believed applicable to all Christians, but don’t
we see how it holds even more true for healthcare professionals? Still clearer is the example of
Saints Cosmas and Damian, who died as martyrs in 285. In the Roman Basilica dedicated to
them, they are depicted as dressed in white robes—a sign that they were physicians—and they
are standing next to the Great Healer Jesus, who is also dressed in white. According to the
tradition, these two doctors went to the bedside of the sick but, before asking about the patient’s
health, they prayed. Only after that did they make their diagnosis and prescribe treatment.
The miracles they performed were a combination of faith and concrete action, and, throughout
history, healthcare has always been made up of those same elements. If sometimes the body
does not heal, the human spirit can still retain its vigor. Healings have always been of the most
varied types, and the Church must never abandon its bold but realistic hope for healing, nor
ever slacken off in the devotedness of its care for the sick. Together today, can we not witness
that prayer for one’s patients is a serious duty of every healthcare professional and that it is
especially important in this time of pandemic that has brought so much darkness to the world.
It is certain that we cannot close our eyes to what has been happening. To the contrary,
we are called on to be very aware of the present reality. That evening last year Pope Francis
said, “Greedy for profit, we let ourselves get caught up in things, and lured away by haste. We
did not stop at your reproach to us, we were not shaken awake by wars or injustice across the
world, nor did we listen to the cry of the poor or of our ailing planet. We carried on
regardless…”. Now, look where we are. The following May, in his Pentecost homily, he added,
“Even worse than this crisis is the tragedy of squandering it by closing in on ourselves.” As
doctors – not forgetting the centrality of prayer – it is useful, indeed necessary, to ask ourselves
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how to help society build a better future for all. And it is in this forward-looking context that
we can ask ourselves some questions. What are we learning from the difficult experience of this
global pandemic that is shaking our world? What lessons can we learn that in the coming years
will affect our commitment, not only as believers, but also as doctors?
I will try to offer answers to these questions, focusing in particular on three words-health, science, profession (medical).
1.

With regard to health, the traumatic events we are experiencing require us to

reexamine the relationship between personal and public well-being. Good health (whose
presence we usually ignore, because we take it for granted and realize its importance only when
we lose it), helps us understand more clearly the bonds that unite us. Our interdependence is
strong. And this applies both to individuals and to peoples. Covid-19’s chief target, the
respiratory system, provides a useful analogy. An elementary and indispensable function is at
risk. We are dependent on resources that are not only shared, but that put us in very close
communication with each other through the air we breathe.

This helps us realize our

interdependence more than diseases, such as cardiovascular morbidities, whose effects are not
spread to others. As a practical result, for example, we recognize that wearing a mask protects
not only the wearer but also those the wearer interacts with.
The same can be said for vaccination. By protecting myself I protect others, both
because I reduce the number of hosts in which a virus can replicate itself, and because if I
remain healthy, I avoid overloading healthcare systems that are already under stress. We know
how important this is not only for Covid sufferers, but also for those afflicted with other
diseases. For example, deaths from heart attacks and cancer have increased. We have learned
that healthcare delivery systems fared better where there is an appropriate balance between
hospital treatment of diseases and territorial networks of assistance and disease prevention.
Likewise, systems that have become unbalanced in favor of disease treatment to the detriment
of prevention have lost effectiveness. This is an important subject for future reexamination and
restructuring.
2.

Science has shown its limitations. It has taken time for science to understand an

unknown virus, its behaviors, and its effects. We have found that, with respect to researchers
and what they know, it all comes down to a question of belief. The scientific world of
experimentation and rational demonstration depends on trust. We see this when processes
break down because trust is lost (analogously to what happens when health itself is lost). As
the Pope said in the interview of January 11, 2021: "I don't know why someone says: "no, the
vaccine is dangerous", but if the doctors present it to you as something that can go well, that
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has no special dangers, why not take it?".

In that context, however, if experts argue

imprudently with each other in print or electronic media, they present a spectacle of conflict
that disorients and discourages. They contribute to the “suicidal denialism” the Pope Francis
has spoken of. If discussion of differing opinions is legitimate in laboratories and specialized
journals, it is not prudent when the audience is non-experts, particularly if done for publicity
or self-aggrandizement. Scientific evidence is the product of a consensus that is progressive and
always subject to revision. It must be managed and advanced wisely and with critical judgment.
We are called on understand – and help others understand – better not only the enormous
potential of technoscience, but also its delays and limitations. We must proceed with greater
accountability, including with regard to communication.
3.

The healthcare professional’s highest duty is actual care for the sick. Their

generosity and the quality of their work have earned them grateful recognition. Their strength
in dealing with the unforeseen pandemic situation has been the result of a developed ability to
combine public service with care for suffering individuals. Comparisons with war, which are
sometimes made, do not seem to me to capture the true nature of healthcare activities. Those
comparisons celebrate dedication by calling it “heroism,” thus making it seem exceptional (and
thus implying the possibility of a return to some lost normalcy).
Certainly, the circumstances of the pandemic are, and have been, exceptional, but they
have revealed a level of commitment that does not need an emergency situation to be called into
action. Healthcare personnel could not have worked in the ways that have given rise to such
gratitude and recognition if that had not already been their normal way of serving. Even in
everyday practice there is an attitude of self-giving that makes it possible to deal with critical
situations when they happen. It is a commitment that not only promotes life, but promotes the
desire to live, encouraging the recovery of health. And when healing is not possible, healthcare
professionals accompany the patient in helping him or her accept the limits of medicine and the
approach of death. This accompaniment is the expression of a shared search for meaning that
is revealed in the doctor-patient relationship, and that is not diminished when limitations are
encountered. Accompaniment can thus be a place of encounter and solidarity, just as the Lord
Jesus has shown us by becoming a man, being born of a woman, and taking on the evil that
weighed on history until He was raised up upon the Cross.
Once this pandemic is over, we need to deepen our understanding of the way others have
been taken care of during the present crisis. In order to consolidate this awareness, it is
important to encourage times and spaces for shared clarifying and reexamining what has
happened, failures as well as successes. The experiences of those who have benefitted from
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healthcare services must also be listened to. Doing so will make it possible to take into account
the relational aspect of medical practice, as opposed to its purely technical aspects, and thus
avoid its being reduced to a series of clinical and organizational protocols, while at the same
time giving greater value to the resultant interpersonal encounters that will hasten the
increasing maturity of our shared humanity.
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